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Abstract—Applying assessment methods commonly used in healthcare, such as randomized, controlled trials, and financial analysis, often proves challenging when assessing technologies that strive to improve productivity. The traditional way of seeking the procurement and implementation of process-improving technology is based on financial analyses. These are often not only laborious, but also based on weak assumptions about the interrelationship between technology, processes, and the institutional environment. There is a need for a more pragmatic managerial approach. This paper suggests an alternative means, based on the theory of constraints (TOC), arguing that the primary focus of technology assessment should be on the ability of technologies to remove or alleviate organizational constraints, in order to increase throughput rather than reduce costs. Ultimately, the latter will happen as a consequence of the former. The suggested approach is illustrated through a case study of a home care organization, in which improved productivity is sought through the implementation of a mobile solution. Although conventional financial reasoning held that the implementation would save time and therefore be beneficial, the TOC approach showed that the implementation would in fact have an adverse effect under the current mode of operation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most healthcare providers are urged to improve their productivity to cope with increasing demand under resource constraints. There is a rising trend of seeking improvements in productivity through the use of technology, ICT (information and communication technology) in particular. This paper does not discuss clinical technologies, since their assessment follows a different logic and their methodologies are well developed. Instead the paper focuses on technologies that seek to improve productivity through process improvements (henceforth process technologies), following an OM (Operations Management) perspective.

The number of different process technologies on the market is accumulating fast. Decision makers would like to base their decisions on hard numbers, such as net present value (NPV), cost-benefit, and payback time. Data allowing such analyses are, however, rarely available. Evaluating the financial measures of health technologies properly is difficult, for the following reasons [1]:

- Technology solutions often impact on processes and may alter a service as a whole. Therefore it is difficult to evaluate the influence in advance, particularly if the operational mechanisms of a service are not fully understood. There may be opportunity costs and system effects, such as an improvement in one part of a process being offset by adverse impacts on other parts.
- The gold standard of intervention assessment is the randomized, controlled trial (RCT), commonly used in clinical research (e.g., [2]). RCT requires detailed methodological design, including a statistically significant sample and a coherent control population. It can only be done for one technology at a time; once the technology has been implemented. RCT is often too time-consuming and expensive for fast-paced process technology evaluation.

There is a need for a more pragmatic, managerial approach to evaluating process-improving technologies. Such an approach would need to focus on the ability of a particular technology to move the organization towards its goal. Every organization has a goal and defining it clearly is of great importance. The generic goal of any for-profit business organization is to “make money now as well as in the future” [3], “without violating the necessary conditions of providing a satisfying work environment for employees and ensuring customer satisfaction” [4], e.g., by offering quality products or services. The two prerequisites should not be confused as separate goals. They are threshold conditions which need to be satisfied at least to some minimum level, above which their impact on performance diminishes. The goal, on the other hand, has no upper limit, and it is something that should constantly be pursued.

In public healthcare, defining the goal is more ambiguous, because of the inherent complexities. Several authors have suggested defining the goal of healthcare in terms of different outcome-related measurements [5][6][7][8][9], while others have chosen to define the goal in terms of tangibles, such as money [10][11], and the volume of services produced [12] or patients treated [13]. There is no obvious correlation between the volume of procedures and actual health outcomes; sometimes less is more [14]. However, the question of which volume and combination of treatments leads to the optimal outcome is beyond the scope of OM. Therefore efficiency studies must be based on the assumption that a certain clinically justified
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level of service of a given quality is necessary, and the challenge is to produce those at the lowest (or optimal) cost. Taking on an OM perspective, Wright and King [13] build on the generic goal, suggesting that the goal of public healthcare systems is to “treat more patients, better, sooner, now and in the future”. The authors choose the definition of Ronen et al. [12], who propose that the highest-level goal of a not-for-profit organization, such as a publicly financed health organization, is to “maximize quality healthcare services provided to its customers, subject to budgetary constraints”. Both definitions assume that the two necessary conditions are satisfied. The condition of satisfying customers presumes that the right level and quality of service is provided to patients who need it. The authors also find that both definitions implicitly incorporate the pursuit of better health outcomes.

In order to measure an organization’s performance relative to its goal, the goal needs to be translated into operational language through clear, simple and appropriate performance measures [15]. Thus, the goal should be defined as something easily measurable [3]. Financial measures, such as net-profit or ROI (return-on-investment), are affected by operational performance measures; therefore focusing on cost measures without a proper analysis of operational indicators is misleading. A certain technology can promote the operational performance measures derived from the organizational goal.

Organizations should focus on throughput, defined as the rate at which the organization achieves its goal [3]. In a for-profit organization where the goal is to make money, throughput is defined as “the rate at which a system generates money through sales” [3]. In not-for-profit organizations defining throughput is more complex and varies according to the specific characteristics of the organization. For instance, in elective surgery throughput can be defined as procedures performed (output) minus rework. Arguing that “attainment of the financial goal [i.e., making enough money to cover expenses] provides for the realization of the clinical goal” (i.e., high-quality care), Gupta and Kline [10] define throughput as the income generated from patient care.

Throughput is not the same as output, although the concepts are related. In manufacturing a finished product is considered output, which is turned into throughput once it is sold [3]. As services are produced and consumed simultaneously, the distinction between output and throughput is less obvious, particularly if payment is made prior to production and consumption. The practical definition of throughput depends on how we define the goal, e.g., money earned, patients treated, or service time produced. As a crucial operational indicator, it is important that throughput be defined as something manageable by a producer, serving its purpose, and that it is easily measurable. In public healthcare, throughput is therefore often defined as something tangible, such as the number of patients treated [13], services rendered [12], or money generated through patient care [10].

This paper takes a healthcare operations management approach, focusing on the managerial aspects of health technology assessment (HTA). The framework follows the management philosophy of the theory of constraints (TOC), in that it focuses on the impact of technologies on organizational constraints. A constraint is generally defined as “anything that limits a system from achieving higher performance versus its goal” [3]. By exploiting or breaking a system’s constraints, performance can be improved. The suggested approach explains how constraints management can be used as a tool for technology assessment.

Section 2 provides an introduction to the theory of constraints. The objective is to clarify the logic behind TOC, and to provide reasoning about why it would be a suitable tool for HTA. First, the TOC philosophy and its main principles are explained, and different kinds of constraints presented. The more traditional strategy of reducing operational expense is contrasted with the TOC approach to maximizing throughput. Section 3 describes how TOC can be used as a tool for technology assessment. Section 4 illustrates this approach using an example from an ongoing case study of a home care unit, regarding a decision as to whether or not to invest in a certain mobile platform-based technology solution. In Section 5, we discuss the limitations of the study, the suitability of the TOC approach, and how it relates to financial analysis. Section 7 provides a conclusion and presents suggestions for further research.

II. THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS

Originally developed by Eliyahu M. Goldratt [15], “TOC views every organization as a chain of interdependent events (or processes) where the performance of each event (or process) is dependent upon the previous event” [5]. TOC is based on the assumption that every organization has at least one (but no more than a few) constraint(s) that keeps it from reaching a higher level of performance. Without a constraint the system’s performance would be infinite [16]. Although there is a tendency to think of constraints in physical terms, e.g., a lack of hospital beds, inadequate MRI capacity, or a shortfall in staff, it has been shown that the majority of constraints are not physical but policy constraints, such as operational procedure or management policy [11], which in turn may cause resource constraints. TOC argues that the system can only be improved by strengthening its weakest link, i.e., the system’s constraint. While an organization may experience several difficulties, some problem (constraint) has to be the most significant for the organization’s ability to reach its goal [4]. Therefore any improvement effort should target the system’s constraints. In this respect TOC differs from other management philosophies, such as Total Quality Management (TQM) and Just-In-Time (JIT), which consider any improvement in a process as being an improvement of the system as a whole [17].
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Figure 1. A three-step process and its capacity and constraints (adapted from Ronen et al. [12])

Figure 1 illustrates the logic of TOC through a simplified example. It shows a three-stage process and the capacity of each stage, as well as its demand and output. The demand on the system is for 100 units (e.g., the treatment of 100 patients). The first department can handle 100 units per day, the second department 50 units, and the final department 75 units per day. Department 2 constitutes the system constraint because it can only process 50 patients per day. The system throughput, or in this case the system constraint, will lengthen the time it takes for patients to get through the system (lead time), as well as increase the ability of the system to respond to new or altered medical needs (response time). This has a negative effect on patient satisfaction. It may also affect clinical quality and thereby increase the operating expenses of the system. Rather than aiming for greater efficiencies through full resource utilization of departments 1 and 3, the system should aim to keep the production flow at a steady rate (determined by the constraint), by ensuring that department 2 can process its full capacity (50 patients per day).

TOC distinguishes between constraints and everything else, which is referred to as non-constraints. According to the above-mentioned logic, the ability of the system to produce is not improved by increasing the efficiency of non-constraints.

A. The Five Focusing Steps of TOC

Much like the other OM philosophies, TOC includes a process of continuous improvement, incorporating five focusing steps [3][19]: 1) identify the constraint(s); 2) exploit the constraint(s); 3) subordinate everything else to the decision taken in step 2; 4) elevate the constraint(s), and 5) if a constraint is broken, go back to step 1. Do not let inertia be the cause of a constraint.” Step 2 refers to making sure the constraint is fully utilized at all times (provided it is a resource constraint), and eliminating policy constraints. Step 3 means that the constraint determines the pace of production. The main priority of the non-constraints is to keep the constraint(s) fully utilized at all times, their own utilization being of much less significance. Step 4 means improving the performance of the constraint(s) (e.g., by increasing its capacity, eliminating unnecessary work etc.). Step 5 expresses the need to repeat the process.

B. The Need for a Stable System

A widely held assertion of OM is that a swift even production flow increases performance [20][21]. Other widespread OM philosophies such as TQM, Lean, and Six Sigma seek to balance the production flow by balancing the capacity of the system, so that every step produces at the same rate [22]. Efficiency is pursued though waste reduction; the capacity of each step should equal demand (e.g., a capacity and production rate of 50 units per department in the above-mentioned example). An even flow is sought by emphasizing the reduction of both internal and external fluctuations, in terms of poor quality, the processing time of each production step, quality, worker absence, lateness etc.

TOC, on the other hand, recognizes that fluctuations can never be completely removed. This is particularly true in open systems, such as healthcare, which includes considerable customer-induced variability [23]. Because of the inevitable existence of fluctuations, TOC argues that a balanced system ultimately becomes inefficient. Fluctuations at steps that have no protective capacity cause inventory to build up, prolonging lead times, and reducing responsiveness etc. [24]. The fluctuations are caused by the combination of two phenomena: 1) internal fluctuations, i.e., the statistically inevitable fluctuations inherent in each step, and 2) cumulative fluctuation, caused by dependent events, i.e., the existence of a process. The fluctuations of each step accumulate, rather than level out, causing greater fluctuations downstream [15].

TOC strives for an even production flow, but by means of an unbalanced system. This refers to the existence of at least one constraint. Contrary to the conventional view of constraints – something negative that should be eliminated – TOC regards constraints as pace setters, around which the rest of the system should be managed, or subordinated. The basic premise is that, by managing the whole system according to the production rate of the constraint, a stable flow can be reached (as opposed to by balancing the capacity and production rate).

According to TOC, before the performance of a system can be improved it must first be stable. This requires the constraint to be identified, so that the non-constrained steps can be subordinated to the constraint, creating an unbalanced stable system. If no constraint exists, TOC suggests creating one, preferably one that is as natural as possible, e.g., an expensive piece of equipment. The positioning of the constraint is an important strategic decision [25].
C. Traditional Focus on Cost

Many healthcare organizations tend to follow a cost reduction policy, seeking to reduce all costs while simultaneously improving the efficiency of resources [5]. Although this is an intuitively logical approach, practice has shown that the measures, decisions, and behaviors this approach leads to can have quite the opposite effect [3][12][15][11]. If greater efficiency of all the steps in a process, instead of the constraints, is sought, PIP builds up, leading to longer waiting times, lead times, and response times, which in turn increases operating expenses. Traditional cost accounting creates incentives that encourage high efficiencies [3]. One reason for is that it is based on the false assumption that all resources are fully utilized at all times [15].

Cost accounting was first developed to deal with the accounting complexities stemming from the rise of mass production in the 1920s. At the time “direct wages were a major component in costs and were considered real variable costs […] The indirect costs were low and assigning them to products based on real direct wages (or another volume-based variable such as machine hours) was a reasonable approximation for making business decisions such as continued production of a product, investment decisions, buy-or-make decisions, and so on” [12]. In those days, indirect costs (i.e., overhead) constituted around 5-10 percent of the total costs of production. Today the indirect costs are 20-80 percent. Assigning them to products or services on the basis of the cost accounting formula creates severe distortions [3][12][15]. For instance, it fails to distinguish between constraints and non-constraints, creating incentives to improve the efficiency of non-constraints, which will not increase the throughput of the system as a whole. In fact, it may cause throughput to decrease, as the flow becomes unstable. This is also known as “the efficiencies syndrome” [12]; a situation where increasing the efficiency of every production step, “emphasizing the utilization of inputs instead of focusing on outputs”, reduces the efficiency of the whole system.

D. Focus on Throughput

TOC holds that the most important performance measure of an organization is its performance relative to its goal, i.e., the throughput in terms of the number of “units of the goal” [5]. To improve performance, TOC focuses on maximizing throughput rather than reducing operational expense. This is also known as “throughput orientation” [4][26] or “throughput-world thinking” [26]. The logic is based on the assumption that the change in operational thinking will lead to behavior and decision making that reduces costs, through reduced lead time, response time, and PIP, as well as improved service quality [12]. Operating expenses can only be reduced to a certain level, while throughput, in theory, can be increased infinitely [3].

As the production rate of the primary constraint determines the throughput of the system, the cost of the constraint is the cost of the entire system divided by the available number of constraint hours [15]. This approach is also referred to as throughput accounting (TA) [3][27]. It reduces the complexity by focusing on the production capacity and cost of the production step that matters, i.e., the constraint, instead of all steps separately.

III. An Alternative Approach to Health Technology Assessment

When health technologies are being assessed, the focus should first be on the technologies’ impact on throughput, then on costs. When estimating the time-saving effect of a new technology, it is tempting to evaluate the saved cost in terms of cost per hour. If the time was saved at a constraint this approach might be valid. However, if the time saved does not affect the capacity of the constraint, it is unlikely to increase throughput [1].

Most healthcare organizations have large fixed costs, mainly the cost of personnel. Typically, only 10-15 percent of the budget is variable costs [3]. Saving the time of non-constrained labor (mainly a fixed cost) does not affect unit costs, unless the time saved can be allocated elsewhere (e.g., moving excess capacity to the constraint to increase throughput) or less labor is required as a consequence, while still maintaining full utilization of the constraint. Unit costs, on the other hand, can be reduced by improving the throughput of the organization, as this spreads the fixed costs of the organization over more produced units.

By concentrating on assessing the impact health technologies have on the system’s constraints, and thereby on throughput, it is possible to avoid some of the complexities associated with technology assessment in healthcare. If throughput can be increased at a reasonable cost, the additional expense is likely to be more than offset by the increase in throughput.

The first step is to identify the system’s constraints using the five focusing steps [3]. Second, the effect of the alternative technologies on the constraints is evaluated. Which constraints does a certain technology affect and how does it improve throughput? Will the technology remove or alleviate the constraint to allow increased throughput? Does the implementation of a certain technology, and the accompanying process changes it makes possible, affect the constraint directly, or only in combination with some other technology or improvement effort?

If it is determined that a technology can remove or alleviate a resource constraint (a policy constraint is not likely to be affected by technology), the marginal return on an investment in the constraint should be examined [25]. In other words, how much additional throughput can the investment achieve? Here, again, focusing on the constraint can reduce complexity.

When assessing different technologies it is not uncommon to encounter a situation where there are several
constraints, as well as alternative technological solutions that may affect more than one constraint. Such a situation is illustrated in the following case study.

IV. THE STUDY

This section describes the TOC approach in use through an empirical example. The investigation illustrated in this paper was performed as part of a larger ongoing study, aiming to explore ways of improving productivity in home care.

A. Aim

Prior to the investigation the subject organization was seeking to improve productivity through the implementation of mobile ICT technology. The objective was to ‘save time’ on a scarce resource, caregiver time, to be used for coping with an increasing demand for services. With the use of a mobile platform-based technology (henceforth ‘solution’), certain office tasks (e.g., charting) were to be transferred to the field, speeding up and improving the efficiency of the caregivers’ administrative work routines.

In order to avoid investing in a solution that would not increase throughput, while simultaneously increasing operating expenses, the authors sought to investigate the potential solution’s effect on system constraints.

B. Home Care Operations

Home care (or domiciliary care) refers to regular healthcare or supportive services provided in a customer’s own home by a visiting caregiver. Home health care, meaning skilled nursing, is sometimes distinguished from home care, meaning non-medical care. Here they are treated jointly under the term home care. The services range from medical (e.g., health care and hospice) to supportive (e.g., bathing) and social services (e.g., transportation). The purpose of home care is to enable people in need of assistance to continue living in their own homes by improving, maintaining, or reducing the natural stagnation of their health conditions and autonomy. Although age is not a basis for service discrimination, the vast majority of the clientele is typically made up of older adults, whose autonomy is reduced.

The frequency of home visits varies with customers’ specific needs, ranging from occasional monthly visits up to 4 visits per day, averaging 1.56 daily visits on weekdays in the organization that was studied. Although the absolute majority of the customer encounters constitute home care visits, occasionally services are provided over the phone, or a customer visits the office.

The demand for services is based on an evaluation, performed by the caregivers, typically a nurse and a social worker, in collaboration with the potential customers. During the process, a care plan is made out for the accepted customers. The care plan is revised biannually or when changes in a customer’s condition so require.

The output is the volume of procedures or service units performed (the provider perspective). An outcome is a change in a patient’s medical condition, which carries some health value (the patient perspective). The outcome (or value) is therefore the ultimate goal. The outcome cannot, however, be used as an operational indicator in situations where the outcome is significantly affected by factors beyond the service provider’s control, such as patients’ health behavior, placebo effects, or random events. The throughput is therefore the provider’s contribution to the creation of outcomes (health value). It was decided that the most appropriate definition of throughput was not the number of customers served, but the service time produced. Defining throughput as the number of customers or visits may risk constructing incentives to maximize the volume of encounters, rather than the effectiveness of the service.

The schedule of the caregivers is based on the demand, as stated in the care plan. In home care, the demand for services is typically greatest in the morning [28]. The caregiver capacity is staggered into two 7.5-hour-long shifts. The morning shift workers start around 7-8 a.m., finishing around 3-4 p.m., while the evening shift staff comes on after 2 p.m., finishing as late as 10 p.m. Although there is a slight variation in the starting and finishing times, the caregiver capacity is quite stable throughout the shifts, with a clear drop between the morning and evening shifts, the capacity of the evening shift being approximately 25% of that of the morning shift.

C. Methods

The inquiry adopted both qualitative and quantitative methods. The qualitative part was conducted to gain a rich understanding of the service operations of the home care organization that was studied. It included interviews and regular meetings with management, an ethnographic study of the service process and work routines, and several workshops with staff. Some results from the qualitative part of the study were first presented in Groop et al. [1].

The management team that was interviewed included the head of Home Care, a service manager, two ICT specialists, and one financial specialist. The objective was to get an overview of the service production system and its dynamics. Once the quantitative study was in progress, regular meetings were held with the management team for the purpose of feedback and analysis of findings. For the ethnographic study, the first author observed a staff member at work for an entire shift. A total of three staff members were observed on three separate occasions. The first two were registered nurses working in separate teams, while the third was a foreman. The first workshop was held at an early stage of the investigation. Its objective was to strengthen the comprehension of everyday services through a facilitated discussion with representatives from all levels of the home care organization. Once the quantitative study was finished, four workshops were held to disseminate and validate the findings. The first two workshops included all the foremen,
while the latter two targeted two separate home care teams, chosen by the management.

The purpose of the quantitative part of the study was to quantify the home care operations, focusing on throughput and caregivers’ workload. The investigation consisted of a longitudinal analysis of operational data. Data illustrating the distribution of throughput, i.e., the amount, duration, and timing of realized home care visits, were collected for a period of six weeks, from February 9th to March 22nd 2009. This enabled analysis of the caregivers’ workload, i.e., services performed in terms of time, over a period of time.

The data consisted of two consecutive three-week scheduling periods, and they were chosen in collaboration with management. According to the management team, the chosen period exemplified the most “normal” conditions, as it was least affected by staffing exceptions as a result of holidays. The data represented a total of 43,716 home care encounters amounting to a total of 21,934 hours of service.

D. Participants

The organization that was studied, Espoo Home Care (EHC), is a large public health organization. It is responsible for providing statutory home care services for the City of Espoo, one of the largest municipalities in Finland. The organization is divided into service homes and field-based services (Regional Home Care). Since the potential technology implementation targeted only the field-based services [29], the service homes were excluded from the analysis. Some services, such as night-time care (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.), customer transportation, and meal and grocery deliveries, as well as care for certain severely disabled customers, are outsourced. These services were also excluded from the analysis. Services performed by temporarily leased caregivers, covering for absent employees, were included.

Regional Home Care employed a field-based staff of 326 (as of Feb 27th 2009), of whom 53 (16.2%) were part-time employees, and 19 primarily office-based foremen, who were trained registered nurses or social workers. Out of the field-based personnel, roughly 23% were registered nurses, 61% practical nurses, and 15% home care assistants. The home services provided during the six-week period included services rendered to 2587 customers, by 293 caregivers, for an average of 801 customers per day (STD 40) on weekdays, and 389 (STD 12) on weekends. This corresponds to 1189 (STD 55) customer encounters on weekdays and 671 (STD 44) on weekends.

The clientele of ECH consisted of both temporary customers, who exit the system once their health/autonomy improves, and regular customers, exiting the system either through death or transfer to a more comprehensive form of care, e.g., sheltered accommodation or long-term care. During the period of the study temporary customers received only 0.34% of the total services.

V. FINDINGS

This section first explains the process changes that certain technologies make possible, and provides reasons why these changes might help to improve productivity. After this, the TOC framework is adopted to evaluate whether the suggested process changes would in fact have the intended effect on productivity.

A. Time and Location Constraints

The home care service delivery process is field-based, which implies that there are constraints related to time and location [30], which have a great impact on the production flow. In the ECH the caregivers visit the office each morning, to collect their work list specifying which customers to visit, when, and which types of services to perform. The caregivers also pick up the keys to the homes of several of their customers, and company cars, if assigned one. Once the caregivers have completed their rounds, they return to the office to bring back the customers’ house keys and to perform office tasks, such as data entry into the EMR (electronic medical record) (i.e., charting: visit summaries, updating patient information and care plans, placing customers’ grocery and meal orders etc.). All of these activities are subject to time and location constraints that can be broken using technology. The time constraint means that certain tasks have to be performed in a certain order (e.g., getting the keys before entering a customer’s home), and at certain times when the customer and caregiver meet. The location constraint means that certain services need to be performed at locations where the customers (home) or equipment (office computers) are located. The time and location constraints force caregivers to spend time moving between locations, rather than spending time serving their customers, which reduces throughput.

Mobile solutions that allow data entry and the retrieval of patient information to and from the electronic medical record (EMR) can reduce the need to visit the office. Data can be charted in the field rather than using a computer at the office, thereby eliminating a step in the process. This would be true if data entry were the only reason why caregivers visited the office. There may, however, be other time and location constraints. In this case, the caregivers also have to collect and return the customers’ home keys. This causes another time and location constraint that offsets the potential of the mobile data entry and retrieval system. There are, however, technologies that allow a mobile platform to turn into a door-opening device, combining two technologies that together may have the power to break the constraint.

The constraints matrix (Figure 2) is an instrument that helps visualize the relationship between technologies and constraints, once these are identified. Figure 2 shows an example of the matrix based on the observations from the case study, including the previously presented time and location constraints that constitute major everyday obstacles.
to a swift even flow [20]. There are other reasons for visiting the office as well, such as team meetings or collecting and sorting customers’ medication. These activities, however, differ from the constraints used in the example in that they do not have to be performed every day, and can be scheduled.

The technologies are wireless mobile platform-based solutions. The technologies have different capabilities, each breaking some of the constraints. Technology 1 affects constraints 1, 2, and 4, while technology 3 only affects constraint 1. The technologies considered for implementation included software applications which make possible either one-way or two-way charting of the EMR, i.e., wireless data entry, or both wireless data entry and retrieval, as well as flexible mobile scheduling, i.e., mobile work lists. One technology was a Bluetooth-based solution for wireless door-opening. The solution can be integrated into any Bluetooth-equipped mobile device. The capabilities of the technologies are:

- Technology 1: two-way charting and scheduling
- Technology 2: two-way charting and scheduling
- Technology 3: one-way charting (data entry)
- Technology 4: Bluetooth-based wireless door-opening

Not all constraints have the same impact on the system. Some are more severe than others. It is likely that the home key constraint will have a lesser impact on the system’s throughput than the mobile data entry and retrieval technology. The caregivers’ information processing activities consume considerably more time than customers’ home keys logistics. However, due to synergy advantage, together the technologies are bound to contribute more than the sum of their parts, as they can remove an entire process step.

Unfortunately, not all technologies are equally easy to implement. The technology, and the ease or difficulty of implementation, is termed feasibility. It incorporates the following variables: a technology’s usability; the cost of the investment; the process changes involved, and their ease of implementation. There may be considerable differences both in terms of operational feasibility and in the amount of education and training required. Technologies by themselves rarely have the capability to increase throughput and improve productivity. Their power lies in their ability to allow the redesigning of the way in which tasks are performed, so that more can be done with less.

For example, mobile data entry and retrieval technologies can allow home care caregivers to spend more value-adding time with their customers, improve the quality of the EMR information as a result of timely data entry, and remove the need for double data entry. Most activities will still need to be performed, only now at a more desirable time and place, which in turn may improve the operational flow and process throughput (quality improvement), or the same amount of customers can be treated with a smaller workforce (increased productivity).

When evaluating technologies it is imperative that the process redesign be accounted for. Thus, before evaluating new technologies on the basis of financial measures such as ROI and payback time, the ease of implementing the accompanying process changes should be evaluated. Even if the time and location constraints which currently force the caregivers to visit the office were to be removed, will the caregivers stop going there? There might be other reasons for visiting the office, such as social purposes. By implementing certain technologies the constraints can be eliminated, but the true benefits will not be realized before the operating procedures and practices change.

Goldratt et al. [31] explain that constraints force organizations to create rules (policies or routines) to cope with or work around existing constraints. Apparently, it is not uncommon for these rules to remain after the constraint has been removed. Failure to revise the rules has been shown to keep organizations from realizing the benefits of new technologies. The authors believe routine changes can be brought about by implementing suitable incentives.

### B. Constraints vs. Non-Constraints: Timing Matters

The quantitative analysis of operational data showed the existence of considerable peaks in the workload. Figure 3 shows the fluctuation in the workload throughout the day, in terms of the total amount of service time. Roughly fifty percent of the services are performed during peak hours, from 8-11 a.m. This causes a peak time resource constraint during the morning rush hour, throughout which the system has trouble coping with demand.

![Constraints matrix showing which constraints the alternative technologies affect.](image)
The intended mobile technology implementation sought to improve productivity by saving time on office tasks. However, the office tasks are performed in the afternoon during a period of low demand. Because of the uneven workload distribution, the time would be saved during hours of excess capacity (i.e., a non-constraint). TOC tells us that throughput can only be increased by alleviating or breaking the constraint, not by increasing the efficiency of non-constraints. In practice, saving time in the afternoon would not allow the organization to serve more customers. Consequently, implementing the solution in the current system is unlikely to save time during the peak time constraint.

By examining the home care operations through the TOC lens, we concluded that the sought technology implementation would not have the desired affect on productivity. The analysis also gave us the insight that the workload distribution was constraining the productivity of the system. However, once the workload is more level, alleviating the time and location constraints by implementing the technology is disposed to enable the organization to service more customers, improving productivity.

VI. DISCUSSION

Assessing the technologies from a traditional cost perspective – comparing the costs of the investment with its potential time savings multiplied by cost per hour – would not have provided a true representation of the effects on the system. First, reducing the required caregiver time in the afternoon does not reduce the organization’s operating expenses, since labor is a fixed cost. The capacity remains unaffected, but capacity utilization is reduced, which spreads the fixed costs over less service time. Second, an investment in technology increases operating expenses. Third, in the current mode of operation, as time saved in the afternoon cannot be used to treat more customers (there is already overcapacity in the afternoon), no additional throughput is gained. Consequently, there is no added throughput to offset the increase in operating expenses. This reduces productivity, the complete opposite of what the planned investment sought to achieve.

A. Limitations of the Study

As a result of a lack of accurate data on the timing and duration of office tasks – unlike customer encounters, back-office activities, such as office tasks and transit, are not recorded – the contribution of office activities to the total workload could not be accurately quantified.

The capacity utilization rate (CUR) of the caregivers would have been a more appropriate measure than throughput for analyzing the workload. The distribution of throughput (i.e., service time) was therefore used as an approximation of the workload. From a previous activity-based costing investigation it was known that the office tasks consume less than 20 percent of the caregivers’ total working time. Transit accounts for approximately 12 percent, and is naturally distributed alongside the throughput. At the time of the study, the ratio of service time to back-office time was less than forty percent. From this it can be construed that currently there is excess capacity in the afternoon, even though it is not quite as remarkable as Figure 3 would suggest, as the figure does not account for back-office activities.

Because of the problem-solving nature of the investigation, only one organization was studied. Both the literature and the authors’ experience, however, suggest that the morning demand peak is a common but poorly understood characteristic of home care operations.

B. A Note on Financial Analysis

When constraints and their priorities are understood, organizations can proceed to financial evaluation. Financial evaluation methodology has been widely discussed in the literature and basic concepts can be applied to healthcare technology evaluations. We briefly present two commonly used methods, cost-benefit analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis, as examples of basic financial evaluation tools. Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) uses a monetary frame of reference to evaluate both outcomes and costs. Both the costs of interventions and the values of outcomes are assessed in terms of money. This analysis is particularly useful if the outcomes exceed costs and the solution with the largest net benefit (outcomes subtracted for costs) should be selected. Unlike CBA, the focus of cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) is on the non-monetary outcomes of an intervention, such as a health improvement. CEA compares the cost of alternative (intervention) outcomes. “Alternatives are calculated and presented in a ratio of incremental cost to incremental effect” [37]. CEA is therefore more suitable for assessing technologies that...
aspire to improve health outcomes than for evaluating process technologies.

Depending on the definition of throughput (money, visits, customers, service time etc.), these methods can be used to evaluate the financial implications of a change in throughput. The focus should, however, be on the throughput of the primary constraint, not the non-constraints'. Following TA, technologies could be assessed on the basis of their ability to increase the measure “throughput per constraint minute” [3].

C. When is the TOC Approach Appropriate?

Prioritizing throughput over cost is particularly suitable for organizations that have sufficient demand to absorb the increased throughput. If, however, demand is a constraint (market constraint [12]), organizations should shift the focus to producing the same services with fewer resources, i.e., maintaining throughput while reducing operational expenses. Subject to a market constraint, the bottleneck resource that governs throughput, to which the rest of the system should be subordinated, is the resource with the highest utilization after market demand is satisfied [38]. As such, the TOC approach can help improve productivity even in the absence of an actual resource constraint.

The framework provides a rough, easy, and simple approach to ranking alternative technologies, according to their ability to affect the true operational limitations, i.e., the constraints. It is advisable to use this framework as a first step in the right direction. The suggested approach stresses that increasing throughput will reduce costs, while reducing costs will ultimately reduce throughput. Therefore the primary focus of technology assessment should be on the ability of technologies to increase throughput rather than reduce costs, so that existing resources can be used to their full potential.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

New technologies are traditionally assessed on the basis of simplified financial estimates, with the operational impact being overlooked. This paper suggests an alternative approach based on Operations Management (OM), following the theory of constraints (TOC). The TOC approach is more pragmatic and suitable for technology evaluation in a fast-paced and growing health technology market. It holds that the performance of the system can only be increased by improving the performance of the primary constraint. Therefore technologies should be assessed on the basis of their ability to improve the performance of the constraint. The suggested approach further stresses that prioritizing throughput over cost will reduce costs, while focusing on cost reduction will ultimately reduce throughput. Once the operational aspects have been assessed, financial methods are bound to be more reliable and useful.

The empirical study showed that the time and location constraints were not the organization’s primary constraint, as originally conceived. Alleviating or removing these constraints would therefore not have the desired effect. This provided the insight not to invest in the planned mobile solution, under the current mode of operation. The analysis further prompted the need to alleviate the impact of the peak time workload in Espoo Home Care by leveling service provision. An investigation of the causes behind the uneven workload distribution is currently taking place.

Suggested future work includes further development of the methodology and empirical testing of the presented framework in other settings, particularly those in which a technology is actually implemented. Comparing the use of this instrument to evaluations performed with other methods would be a valuable contribution.

Further testing and reporting on the suitability of the suggested framework for evaluating investment decisions outside healthcare is encouraged. Although TOC aspires to be the basis for all decision making, there seems to be a lack of published empirical studies on using it for this type of investment analysis.
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